Symmetric matrices are widely used in machine learning problems such as kernel machines and manifold learning. Using large datasets often requires computing low-rank approximations of these symmetric matrices so that they fit in memory. In this paper, we present a novel method based on biharmonic interpolation for low-rank matrix approximation. The method exploits knowledge of the data manifold to learn an interpolation operator that approximates values using a subset of randomly selected landmark points. This operator is readily sparsified, reducing memory requirements by at least two orders of magnitude without significant loss in accuracy. We show that our method can approximate very large datasets using twenty times more landmarks than other methods. Further, numerical results suggest that our method is stable even when numerical difficulties arise for other methods.
Introduction
Symmetric matrices have many important roles in the machine learning field. These matrices are often used to describe pairwise relationships between samples in a dataset. In kernel-based methods, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) or Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR), symmetric matrices represent the pairwise evaluation of data samples in kernel space. In other cases, like in Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) or Isomap for manifold learning, these matrices represent geodesic distances in a manifold.
Given a dataset of n points, O n 2 space is required to store a symmetric matrix in memory. Many algorithms require computations that execute in O n 3 runtime. With growing datasets, these requirements quickly become intractable, limiting scalability and applicability. One solution is to compute a low-rank approximation of the symmetric matrix. While the best rank k approximation is given by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), its computation is impractical for large matrices. An alternative is the Nyström method, which computes a lowrank approximation by subsampling l columns from the dataset. For example, the work [1] exploits the Nyström method to obtain a low-rank approximation of a kernel matrix and speed up Kernel SVM. Similarly, Landmark MDS [2] uses sampling to approximate embeddings from multidimensional scaling.
The Nyström method has been broadly studied theoretically [3, 4] and empirically [5, 6, 7] . However, the Nyström method has some limitations in large-scale problems. For datasets with millions of data points, sampling even a small fraction could mean using l = 10, 000 or more. The memory complexity of Nyström is O (nl), potentially reaching tens to hundreds of gigabytes. Furthermore, Nyström requires computing a pseudoinverse, which can lead to numerical instability. Recent work has addressed some of these disadvantages [8, 9] , but scalability is still limited.
Both a strength and a weakness of the Nyström method is that it makes no assumptions about the structure of the data beyond low-rank. This makes Nyström useful for many applications, but limits its effectiveness when more is known about the structure of the symmetric matrix. Here we consider the case where the data reside in a smooth, low-rank manifold. How can a low-rank approximation take advantage of information about manifold structure? In this work we explore a novel method, biharmonic matrix approximation (BHA) , that aims at exploiting these ideas. Similar to Nyström, our method samples a subset of points and computes a low-rank approximation of the symmetric matrix. Our method then uses a biharmonic interpolation operator to approximate each element in the symmetric matrix by interpolating from the sampled data. We further introduce a sparse version of the interpolation operator that drastically reduces space complexity for large data sets. Empirical evaluation shows that, for certain tasks, BHA has accuracy that is comparable to or better than Nyström and can offer substantial improvements in space, enabling better approximations for very large datasets.
Background
Given a dataset of n points, {x i } n i=1 with x i ∈ R d , we define the symmetric (but not necessarily positive semidefinite) matrix K ∈ R n×n as follows
where K i,j represents the element in row i and column j of the matrix K, and f (·, ·) is a function calculated for a pair of data points. Further assume that f (·, ·) is symmetric for a pair of points, i.e., f (x i , x j ) = f (x j , x i ). Some examples of f (·, ·) include the inner product of the pairs, radial basis function (RBF) and polynomial kernels used in kernel methods, or geodesic distance between points as in linear embedding methods.
Nyström approximation method
The Nyström method is a symmetric matrix approximation that has been successfully applied to machine learning problems on large datasets. The method requires one to sample a subset of l landmark points from the dataset and compute the submatrix C ∈ R n×l , which consists of the corresponding l columns of K. The low-rank approximation is then obtained as
where W ∈ R l×l is the symmetric diagonal block corresponding to the columns and rows of K for the landmarks, and W † is its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The Nyström approximation requires O nl + l 2 space for storing the matrices C and W † . The runtime is O (nlf ) for the computation of C, where f is the complexity of evaluating the kernel function f (·, ·), and O l 3 for computing the pseudoinverse of W. We note that the cost of computing K i,j depends on the evaluation of f (·, ·) which is typically O (d), but could be higher for geodesic distances.
Nyström methods are most useful for Kernel Machines. There, the method is used to approximate the kernel with a low-rank decomposition. It has an additional benefit that computing the solution to a problem may reduce the computational complexity of the algorithms that solve it. For example, the Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) solution is given by w = (λI + K) −1 y, where y i is the regression value for each data point x i . Using the Matrix Inversion Lemma, the inversion can be simplified to w =
where there is only an inversion of a small l by l matrix. Therefore, the runtime complexity is reduced from O n 3 with the original kernel
with the Nyström approximation of the kernel.
Biharmonic interpolation
Let g be a real-or vector-valued function defined on a smooth manifold M embedded in R d . The manifold has an associated Laplace-Beltrami Operator (LBO), ∆, that depends on the Riemannian metric of the manifold [10] such that ∆g = div (grad g).
Now suppose that we are given g(b i ) for a set of l points,
with b i ∈ M, and wish to interpolate g(u i ) at a different set of m points,
One solution is biharmonic interpolation, which finds a smooth function (i.e. one with continuous second derivative) that passes exactly through g(b i ) for all i.
Biharmonic interpolation is accomplished by finding a solution to the biharmonic equation ∆ 2 g(u) = 0, subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions given by g(b i ). In the discrete case the biharmonic operator, ∆ 2 , is specified as the sparse matrix M. We assume that the manifold consists exclusively of the data points b and u, and thus that M is an (l + m) × (l + m) = n × n matrix.
We can organize the discrete biharmonic operator M so that the first l rows and columns correspond to b, our known data points, and the last m rows and columns correspond to u, the points at which we wish to interpolate g. Thus M can be split up into four submatrices
To find the interpolated values we solve forĝ(u) in the modified biharmonic equation
which is a fully specified, sparse linear system of equations.
Biharmonic matrix approximation
In the proposed method we use biharmonic interpolation to approximate a manifold-structured symmetric matrix K. We exploit the fact that the manifold structure of K is similar to that of the underlying dataset X = {x i } n i=1 . We assume that X lives in a manifold M whose biharmonic operator M can either be computed directly or approximated.
The first step is to select b, a set of l landmark points from the dataset X , and create an interpolation operator P that interpolates from b to the entire manifold by solving Equation 4
where {u i } = X \{b i } is the set of all non-landmark points, M uu is the submatrix of M corresponding to u, and M ub is the submatrix that crosses u and b. Note that P depends only on X , and not the function that produces K from X . The second step is to compute W ∈ R l×l , the diagonal block of K corresponding to the landmark points:
Algorithm 1 summarizes the computation of BHA. While BHA may appear structurally similar to Nyström, a critical difference is that BHA does not compute the pseudoinverse W † . BHA can be thought of as performing two interpolation operations. First, the product PW interpolates the function values from the landmarks to all the points, approximating the n × l submatrix C formed by the columns of K corresponding to the landmarks. Right-multiplying by P then interpolates each row of PW across the entire manifold, giving the full n × n approximationK BHA .
Obtaining the discrete biharmonic operator
In order to compute the interpolation operator P one must first obtain the discrete biharmonic operator M, which is given as [11] 
where D is a diagonal matrix containing the "lumped mass" at each point in the manifold, A is a weighted adjacency matrix, and V is a diagonal matrix containing the sum of the adjacency weights for each datapoint V i,i = j A i,j [10] . In some cases there are closed-form solutions for the lumped mass and weighted adjacency matrices. If X takes the form of a triangular mesh embedded in 3-D space, the lumped mass D i,i is one third of the total area of the triangles incident on point i, and the adjacency weight
where α i,j and β i,j are the angles opposite the edge between points i and j [10, 12] . Similar solutions for D and A exist for point clouds [13] and quad meshes [14] in 3-D space. If X is a graph, we set D = I, and set A equal to the graph adjacency matrix, where A i,j = 1 if nodes i and j share an edge, and 0 otherwise. When no closed-form solution is available, D and A must be estimated. Here we set D = I and focus on estimating A. First we transform the dataset X into an undirected graph by connecting each point to its t nearest neighbors and then symmetrizing the connections, forming the set N (i) of neighbors to point i. We then use Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [15, 16] (SNE) to assign a weight to each connection. In SNE, one computes asymmetric conditional probabilities using a Gaussian kernel p j|i = e
The bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel, σ i , is chosen separately for each data point such that the perplexity of p j|i is equalized for all j [15] . The asymmetric SNE probabilities are then symmetrized to produce the weighted adjacency matrix,
SNE provides excellent performance relative to fixed-bandwidth Gaussian RBFs, and in practice requires far less hyperparameter tuning. We found that setting t large and perplexity to 20.0 produced good results across a range of datasets.
From dense to sparse
Analyzing the interpolation operator P reveals some useful numerical properties. The coefficients in P define weights that are used to interpolate values in W in order to approximate elements K i,j . Intuitively, as the number of landmarks grows, the number of data points influenced by each landmark will shrink. In the limit of the number of landmarks approaching the total number of data points, P → I, and each data point is only influenced by a single landmark. Thus, even though biharmonic interpolation operators are not theoretically guaranteed to be sparse (i.e. they do not have compact support), empirically most entries in P tend to be near zero. We demonstrate this behavior empirically in the supplemental materials to this paper. Therefore, instead of computing the interpolation operator P given in Equation (5), we propose to compute a sparse interpolation operator. We note that Equation (5) describes the solution to a system of linear equations to obtain P. Therefore, we replace the matrix inversion in Problem (5) by a sparse coding problem of the form
where the x 0 is defined as the 0 -quasinorm that measures the number of nonzeros in a vector x, P u is the submatrix of P corresponding to the non-landmark points {u i },
u is the i th column of P u , and p is a scalar value. The sparse interpolation operator P sparse is then obtained by plugging the solutionP u into Equation (5) . Problem (10) constrains the solution to be a sparse matrixP u with at most p non-zeros per column.
Sparse coding is a combinatorial problem, so its solution is typically approximated using greedy methods or convex relaxations such as OMP [17] or LASSO [18] . However, in cases such as this where most entries in P are already very close to zero, we can use the much cheaper Thresholding method [19] to approximate Problem (10) . Noting that the matrix M uu is square and invertible, this method chooses the p biggest elements in magnitude from the dense solution for each column of P. Each column of P sparse is solved separately, requiring O (n) memory to store one dense column of P at a time, and O (n) runtime complexity to find the biggest p elements. Typically, we are interested in p row , the average number of non-zeros per row. The relation between p and a p row parameter is given as p = (n−l)prow /l.
How big must p row be in order for P sparse to be a good approximation of P? If a large p row is required, then there are no memory or runtime benefits of using P sparse . However, since most elements in P are close to zero, it seems likely that p row does not need to be very large. Although we provide no theoretical proof, our empirical evaluation in Section 4 suggests that p row can be considered a small constant number, usually, p row ≤ 50 for any acceptable number of landmarks for large datasets.
, with x i ∈ R d , number of landmarks l, the function f (·, ·) that defines K. Output: Interpolation operator P ∈ R n×l (or P sparse ), submatrix W ∈ R l×l of the symmetric matrix K. Compute weighted adjacency matrix A using Equation (8).
4:
Compute lumped mass matrix D. 5: else
6:
Find t Nearest Neighbors of each sample, N (x i ).
7:
Compute symmetric adjacency matrix where
Compute SNE-weighted adjacency matrix using Equation (9).
9:
Set lumped mass matrix D = I. 10: end if 11: Compute the biharmonic operator M using Equation (7).
12: [] Low-Rank Approximation: 13: Draw the set of landmark points with an uniform distribution. 14: Solve Problem (5) to compute P (or Problem (10) for P sparse ). 15: Compute W, the submatrix of K for the landmarks.
Runtime and space complexity
To analyze the runtime and space complexity of BHA we divide the method into two steps: a preprocessing step that computes the biharmonic operator M, and a step that computes the interpolation operator P and the diagonal block matrix W for the landmarks.
In the preprocessing step, we compute the lumped mass matrix D, the adjacency matrix A and the sum of adjacency weights V in order to obtain the biharmonic operator M. Matrices D and V are diagonal and can be computed with one pass over the adjacency matrix A, which is also sparse. When the manifold M is known from a mesh with at most t neighbors for each point, the adjacency matrix is given and there is no need for more computation or space than is required by these matrices, yielding a total runtime complexity O nt 2 and space O nt 2 to compute and store M. Practically, t has a small value of a few up to tens of neighbors per data point, such that still t 2 n. When the manifold is not given, one must first estimate the biharmonic operator. Using the t Nearest Neighbors of each data point one can create a graph containing O (nt) edges (or non-zeros) in A in O (dnt log(t)) time [20] , including the weighted adjacency matrix. Thus the preprocessing step has a total runtime complexity of O nt 2 and needs O nt 2 space (this is an upper bound on the number of non-zeros; in practice, we found behavior closer to O (nt)). In particular, we note that the preprocessing step is independent of the landmarks. Therefore, it can be computed once and its outcome, the biharmonic operator M, can be reused for different landmarks at no additional cost.
In the low-rank approximation step we draw a set of landmark points and then compute the interpolation operator P and the matrix W. Computing P requires solving the system of linear equations described in (4) 
It is worth noting that, despite a higher runtime complexity of O max{dnt log(t), nt 2 } + T P nl + l 2 f compared to Nyström, the method has a lower space complexity of O max{np row + l 2 , nt 2 } . This allows BHA to obtain low-rank approximations for larger datasets.
Experimental results
We empirically evaluate several variations of BHA and compare to Nyström in terms of both accuracy and runtime. In the first experiment we compare BHA and Nyström approximations of manifold geodesic distance matrices, both when the biharmonic operator M is known to BHA and when M needs to be estimated. In the second experiment we study the relationship between sparseness and approximation error, comparing BHA with dense P to BHA with sparse P and varying degrees of sparsity. In the third experiment we compare BHA and Nyström on a very large dataset where Nyström is impractical due to memory constraints. In the fourth experiment (see supplemental materials) we show that BHA beats Nyström in terms of runtime for an ensemble of kernel regression tasks.
For experiments we use five datasets. Swiss Roll is a synthetic dataset consisting of n = 5, 000 2-D data points embedded in 3-D. Stanford Bunny is a 3-D mesh with n = 14, 290 points. Brain 150K is a 3-D mesh with n = 151, 191 points, and Brain 7K is a downsampled version with n = 7, 502 points. roadNet-CA is a graph of California road intersections [21] with n = 1, 957, 027 points.
All experiments were run on a system with two Intel Xeon E5-2699v3 processors (36 cores in total) with 128 GB of physical memory and running Linux. The code was implemented in Python with optimized and parallelized NumPy and SciPy modules. In particular, the Biharmonic Approximation method was implemented with k-Nearest Neighbors from Scikit-Learn, and sparse Cholesky decomposition from Scikit-Sparse. Geodesic distances were computed using the approximate geodesics in heat method [12] as implemented in pycortex [22] . 
Approximation with known manifold
One task for which BHA seems well suited is approximating a mostly-smooth kernel function, such as geodesic distance, applied to a 3-D manifold. In this task the data points {x i } ∈ M ⊂ R 3 and K i,j = ||x i − x j || M , the geodesic distance between x i and x j across the manifold M. Applying BHA to this task allows us to ask two questions. First, how does the accuracy of BHA on this task compare to Nyström? Second, how much accuracy is lost when we estimate the biharmonic operator M using a t-Nearest Neighbor graph rather than computing M exactly using Eq. (8)?
To answer these questions we examine the Bunny and Brain 7k datasets using three methods: BHA with known M (BHA-known), BHA with estimated M (BHA-est), and Nyström. For BHA-est we use t = 20 neighbors and compute a weighted adjacency matrix using SNE with perplexity 20.0. Both BHA methods use dense P. For each method and dataset we measure the squared relative approximation error ε(K) =
F using l = 10 . . . 2000, and average over 10 repetitions of this procedure, each time drawing different landmarks. We also computed the best rank-l approximation of K using SVD, giving a lower bound on the approximation error. Occasional poor conditioning of the pseudoinverse W † caused Nyström approximations to diverge (Nys-unreg). Therefore we recomputed Nyström excluding small singular values (< 10 −4 σ max ) from the pseudoinverse to deal with these instabilities (Nys-reg). Note that this adds a hyperparameter to Nyström and bounds its accuracy.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 1 . First, we found that the accuracy of BHA is very similar to regularized Nyström for most numbers of landmarks. With very large numbers of landmarks, BHA-known slightly outperforms the other methods. However, BHA-known has no hyperparameters that require tuning, unlike Nyström (which fails here unless regularized) and BHA-est. Unregularized Nyström (Nys-unreg) performs much worse than the other methods. Second, we found only a modest difference between BHA-known and BHA-est. For the Bunny dataset, BHA-known is better overall, while for the Brain 7k dataset there is no consistent difference. This suggests that there is little penalty for estimating M.
Finally, overall we saw that both BHA methods had between two and three orders of magnitude higher error than the best rank-l approximation across a broad range of l. Still, error for BHA fell to about 1 part in 100, 000 with the highest l tested, demonstrating that BHA is relatively successful on these examples. One issue hampering accuracy is that BHA only outputs smooth functions, whereas geodesic distance functions form sharp cusps at distance zero and, for closed meshes, at the antipode of each point.
Sparsity of the interpolation operator P
In Section 3.2 we described how to obtain P sparse , a sparse approximation of the interpolation operator P. Here, we evaluate the performance of the sparse operator and its savings in space. We compute low-rank approximations using sparse BHA with varying values of p row between 5 and 100 non-zeros per row, and also using dense BHA. The operator P sparse is obtained by thresholding each column as described in Section 3.2. Performance is again measured using squared relative approximation error. For datasets with a defined mesh (Bunny and Brain 7K ), K is computed with geodesic distances. Otherwise (Swiss Roll ), K is defined with pairwise Euclidean distances and use t = 10 neighbors for the NN graph in BHA.
We compare performance as a function of the percentage of the chosen landmarks points in Figure 2 (top row) for selected datasets. The plots show that accuracy for P sparse is very similar to the dense version with values p row > 40 in all datasets. It is worth mentioning that in large datasets the fraction of landmarks used to approximate K will be lower due to growing memory requirements. When the landmark fraction is 7% or less, p row = 50 approximates the dense interpolation operator with high accuracy. But as the landmark fraction increases, the p row necessary to approximate the dense operator does not seem to grow quickly. In Figure 2 (bottom row) we show the average number of non-zeros per row in P. Using P sparse can reduce memory requirements by two orders of magnitude over dense BHA while achieving nearly identical approximation error.
Very large dataset
The greatest benefit of BHA over Nyström is that P can be sparse, making it possible to approximate much larger datasets in the same amount of memory. Here we used both methods to approximate the matrix of shortest paths through the graph given by roadNet-CA. Path length is computed as the number of edges between each pair of intersections using Dijkstra's algorithm. For BHA we took A to be the connectivity matrix, where A i,j = 1 if points i and j share an edge.
Because the full K matrix is too large to compute in its entirety, we approximate the accuracy of each method by testing only 1,000 randomly selected rows of K. The large size of the dataset also limits the number of landmarks that can be used for each method. For Nyström we are able to use up to 5,000 landmarks before hitting memory limits, while for sparse BHA with p row we are able to use 100,000 or more. Results are shown in Figure 3 . The accuracy of BHA surpasses Nyström, even when BHA uses less memory. BHA is also able to use many more landmarks in the same memory, thanks to the sparsity of P.
Conclusions
The BHA method developed here offers a sparse alternative to approximation methods like Nyström. Sparsity allows BHA to be efficient in both memory and evaluation time. The accuracy of BHA is comparable to Nyström, but more stable, for manifold-based problems such as approximating geodesic distances across 3-D meshes. To improve BHA and make it competitive for other cases, a promising direction is better handling localized non-smooth regions that appear Error is approximated using 1000 randomly selected rows from the 1,957,027 × 1,957,027 distance matrix K. Nyström is run with up to 5,000 landmarks. Sparse BHA (with p row = 100) is able to be run with 100,000 landmarks. Plots show accuracy as a function of fraction of landmarks (left), and as a function of total size of the matrices in gigabytes (right).
for example, near zero in geodesic distance functions. Additionally, improvements to the construction of the Nearest Neighbor graph and weighted adjacency matrix, could benefit both runtime and approximation accuracy. Ultimately, more research is needed to provide theoretical guarantees on the performance and stability of the BHA. Nevertheless, the results in this work show that BHA is beneficial and immediately applicable to approximating symmetric matrices on large datasets. where 1 q is a column vector of ones of length q. From (12) we have
Multiplying each side by 1 l yields
Because values in P b can be either positive or negative, this means that the interpolated value at each u i is an affine combination of the values f (b).
B Datasets
In Figure 4 we present images of the datasets that are embedded in three dimensions that were used for the experimental results in Section 4.
C Visual analysis of the values of P
In Section 3.2, we discussed why many of the values in the interpolation operator P tend to zero. We describe here additional experiments that demonstrate this behavior graphically. Let us consider first, the following example. We draw n = 5, 000 data points from a rectangle in R 2 and embed them in the swiss roll manifold in R 3 . We define f (x i , x j ) = x i − x j 2 , the Euclidean distance between the points in R 3 . Then, we compute the interpolation operator P and the distances W between l = 100 landmark points drawn uniformly. Figure 5 Next, we explore visually the influence of the number of landmarks l on the values of a column of P. For this purpose, we use the Stanford Bunny dataset and we use BHA to approximate geodesic distances. First, we compute the interpolation matrix P for l = 30 landmarks. We select a column from P and plot the values in the 3D bunny (see Figure 6 top). The visible landmark points appear as black dots. Red areas represent higher positive values, whereas blue areas the negative ones. Zero or near-zero values are represented with white. Then we draw additional landmarks and recompute P. Figure 6 in the middle shows the same column of P projected on the bunny mesh when l = 70 landmarks are selected for BHA, and the bottom figure when l = 300 landmarks are drawn.
One can see that as the number of landmarks grows, the influence of the selected landmark on the nearby points reduces as illustrated by the shrinking red and blue areas. As a direct consequence of this shrinking, there are wider white areas of almost zero values for the particular column of P, suggesting that its influence is almost null for many data points and it effectively can be sparsified.
D Thresholding algorithm
In Section 3.2, we show how we achieve a sparse interpolation operator P sparse by solving a sparse coding problem. For the sake of completeness, we describe in here the Thresholding algorithm that is used for this purpose. The thresholding algorithm is used to compute one column of P at a time, thus we explain how to compute it for one column. Given a vector b and a matrix A as input, the Figure 6 : The values of a selected column of the interpolation operator P projected back to the Bunny mesh when the P is computed with l = 30 (top), l = 70 (middle), and l = 300 landmarks (bottom). Black dots show landmarks. Red areas represent positive values, blue are negative values, and white for near-zero values. As the number of landmarks increases, most of the values for this column of P go to zero. sparse coding problem looks for sparse solution to the problem
In the case of BHA, A is a square invertible matrix and Problem (13) can be solved with the Thresholding method by first computing z = A −1 b. Then, we find S the set of indexes of the biggest elements in magnitude in z. We use the Selection procedure [23] to find them in O (n) and avoid sorting. Last, we compute the solution by setting the values of elements in x for the indexes in S to those of z, and the other elements to zero. Algorithm 2 summarizes these steps.
Algorithm 2 Thresholding Algorithm for BHA Input: A vector b ∈ R m , a square invertible matrix A ∈ R m×m , and a cardinality p. Output: A vector x ∈ R n with at most p non-zeros, such that approximates a solution to (13) .
Find the set S of the p indexes with biggest magnitude |z| using the Selection algorithm. 3: Compute vector x such that x i = z i if i ∈ S, or x i = 0 otherwise.
E Row sparsification
In the main manuscript we described how to obtain a sparse interpolation operator P sparse by sparsifying the columns of P b→u . Another option would be to sparsify P b→u by rows. This would require to replace the constraint in sparse coding problem toP b→u = arg min
where the 0 -quasinorm is applied to the rows P (i) b→u of P b→u . In this case, applying a thresholding algorithm by row requires to maintain a min-heap with the biggest p row elements per row. While the memory consumption is the same O (n), the runtime becomes O (n log(p row )). Assuming p row n or even constant, sparsifying by columns or rows has almost the same complexity.
In Figure 7 , we show the results of the experiment in Section 4.2 when P sparse is computed following Problem (14) . The results show similar behavior as those in Section 4.2, with slightly better results for lower p row values when P sparse column is sparsified by columns. 
F Runtime comparison
In deployed machine learning systems, is very common to use an ensemble of methods to boost inference accuracy. In this experiment we simulate training a regression system consisting of an ensemble of q kernel machines. We assume that the models are trained with the same data points and the difference between Figure 8 : Runtime comparison between BHA and Nyström for training ensembles of KRR models with 1, 000 (top), 1, 500 (middle), and 2, 000 (bottom) landmark points. models is only the kernel functions. We measure the time required to compute the low-rank matrix approximation and the time to solve the KRR given in Section 2.1. We set values of q = 1 . . . 8 models and average the timings over 10 repetitions of the experiment. We compare the Nyström and Biharmonic matrix approximation on the Brain 150K dataset. The number of landmarks l for both methods is set to 1,000, 1,500, and 2,000. The Nyström method must recompute the matrix approximation for every kernel machine. On the other hand, BHA needs only to recompute the matrix W (assuming same landmarks across models), but requires an additional preprocessing step and must compute P sparse for the first kernel machine. Arbitrarily, we choose RBF kernels with different width parameter γ q for the kernel machines. We compute the sparse version of BHA with approximately p row = 50 non-zeros per row.
The runtime results are presented in Figure 8 . When l = 1, 000 landmarks are used (Figure 8 top) , BHA is faster than Nyström after q = 5 kernel machines are used. In Figure 8 (middle), one can see that with q = 3 models in the ensemble, BHA has further lower total runtime than Nyström. As the number of landmarks increases in Figure 8 (bottom), the crossing point where BHA is faster than Nyström moves to lower values of q. Therefore, we expect BHA to be faster for very large datasets even for a single KRR. The reason that we see a cross-over point in Figure 8 is that Nyström must recompute the columns C and the pseudoinverse W † for each kernel, whereas BHA has a higher computational costs for the first KRR model and then is reduced to only recomputing W for subsequent kernels. The difference between the methods is magnified as the dense matrix C size grows. Furthermore, there is a memory benefit for BHA. For example, with l = 1500 landmarks BHA requires approximately 140 MB, whereas Nyström utilizes about 1.8 GB to store a single low-rank approximation.
In addition, we ran this experiment on the MNIST dataset [24] (data not shown). In this case, the preprocessing time for BHA was dominated by the computation of the Nearest Neighbors method with t = 10 (>400 sec.), while the remaining parts took only a few seconds. Consequently, the timings were always better for Nyström. The main reason for the lengthy preprocessing is the large number d = 784 of features as compared to other datasets that we tested. However, we note that this could be improved significantly by using approximate Nearest Neighbor methods, such as Locality Sensitive Hashing Forest [25] . Also, the current implementation could be further optimized. Improving the graph estimation for large dimension d is left for future work.
